
OTEO ARTIST RIDER

Dear promoters and in-house engineers, 

OTEO is a duo: Alvin (lead singer) and Matteo (producer and backing singer). 
They perform electronic music on a midi-controller and a laptop. 
Please find our full equipment list below and the stage map on page two.

EQUIPMENT

OTEO brings:
 - 1* MacBook Pro
 - 1* Akai APC40
 - 1* RME FIREFACE 400
 - 1* TC Helicon Play Electric
 - 1* TC Helicon Perform-V
 - 2* Eurolite LED TMH-14 Moving Heads
 - 2* ADJ VBars
 - 1* Eurolite Audience Blinder 2x PAR-36
 - 1* ENTTEC DMXIS DM1-1 USB to DMX

OTEO needs:
 - 1* wireless microphone + receiver (Shure BLX24R/ SM58 S8 or equal) + XLR cable
 - 1* wired microphone (Shure SM58 or equal) + XLR cable
 - 2* microphone stands
 - 2* professional monitor speakers, positioned in front of the artist
 - Connection to the FOH system via 4*XLR cables (Stereo out + 2* mic out mono)
 - 1* stage hazer or smoke machine
 - Unlimited amount of stage water (still) 
 - 2* small towels

HOSPITALITY

The promoter agrees to provide: 
 - A qualified audio engineer with knowledge of the PA and the equipment to 
  control the levels and assist the artists during soundcheck and performance.
 - A nutritious, healthy hot meal or a buyout of 25 EUR per person.
 - Mineral water (still & sparkling), beer and high quality white wine.
 - Transport from the hotel to the venue and back.

CONTACT

Thank you, for taking your time to read this rider. If there are any difficulties with meeting the 
requirements, please get in touch with me.

Looking forward to working with you,

Paul Technau
Artist manager OTEO
paul@oteomusic.com // +49 176 848 79 380



OTEO STAGE MAP

*OTEO PLAY A DARK SHOW. 
PLEASE MAKE SURE THAT 
THE VENUE'S STAGE LIGHTS 
ARE SWITCHED OFF OR 
DIMMED DURING THE ENTIRE 
PERFORMANCE.


